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Tunneling-two-level-system (TTLS) model has successfully explained several low-temperature
glass universal properties which do not exist in their crystalline counterparts. The coupling con-
stants between longitudinal and transverse phonon strain fields and two-level-systems are denoted as
γl and γt. The ratio γl/γt was observed to lie between 1.44 and 1.84 for 18 different kinds of glasses.
Such universal property cannot be explained within TTLS model. In this paper by developing a
microscopic generic coupled block model, we show that the ratio γl/γt is proportinal to the ratio
of sound velocity cl/ct. We prove that the universality of γl/γt essentially comes from the mutual
interaction between different glass blocks, independent of the microscopic structure and chemical
compound of the amorphous materials. In the appendix we also give a detailed correction on the
coefficient of non-elastic stress-stress interaction Λ
(ss′)
ijkl which was obtained by Joffrin and Levelut
2.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been more than 50 years since the first
experiment6 by Zeller and Pohl showed that at ultra-
low temperatures below 1K, the thermal and acoustic
properties of amorphous solids (glasses) behave strikingly
different from that of the crystalline counterparts. An-
derson, Halperin and Varma’s7 group and Phillips8 in-
dependently developed a microscopic phenomenological
model which was later known as the tunneling-two-level-
system (TTLS) model, to explain the anomalous proper-
ties of low-temperature glasses. It successfully explained
several universal properties of glasses which were never
observed in crystalline solids, e.g., linear heat capacity
(two orders of magnitude greater than the contribution
of heat capacity from conducting electrons), saturation,
echoes, quadratic heat conductivity etc..
In TTLS model, people assume that there are a group
of tunneling-two-level-systems randomly embedded in
the glass materials. The effective Hamiltonian of low-
temperature glass in TTLS model is the summation of
long wavelength phonon Hamiltonian, a set of (non-
elastic) two-level-system Hamiltonian and the coupling
between phonon strain fields and two-level-systems. The
coupling constant between longitudinal phonon and two-
level-system is denoted as γl; for transverse phonon, it
is denoted as γt. The coupling constants γl and γt
are adjustable parameters in TTLS model, and they
were assumed to have no specific relation. However, in
1988 Meissner and Berret9 measured 18 different kinds
of glass materials below the temperature of 1K, includ-
ing chemically pured materials (e.g., a-SiO2), chemically
mixed materials (e.g., BK7) and organic materials (e.g.,
PMMA). They find that the ratios between γl and γt are
not arbitrary: they range from 1.44 to 1.84, and most
of them are around 1.5∼1.6. Such observation suggests
that the ratios γl/γt are quite universal, regardless of
the chemical compounds and microscopic structures of
amorphous materials. TTLS model cannot explain this
universality, because the model is based on the coupling
constants. Therefore, we believe that there must be a
more general model to describe the universal properties
of low-temperature glasses, including the universal ratio
γl/γt. In the rest of this paper, we use “Meissner-Berret
Ratio” to stand for “the ratio between γl and γt”.
Besides this problem, there are a number of other prob-
lems in TTLS model. First, while TTLS successfully ex-
plained several universal propeties of amorphous solids
below 1K, there are more universalities which cannot be
explained within TTLS model around the temperature of
10K5, e.g. the plateau of thermal conductivity. Second,
the TTLS model itself contains too many adjustable pa-
rameters. Experimental results could be fitted by adjust-
ing these parameters. Third, the model lacks the consid-
eration that as the interaction with phonon strain field,
TTLS must generate a mutual RKKY-type interaction2.
Taking this virtual-phonon exchange interaction into ac-
count may not only change current theoretical results,
but also question the validity of TTLS model.
The purpose of this paper is to focus on the univer-
sality of Meissner-Berret ratio (the universal γl/γt for
various kinds of glasses) by developing a theory of cou-
pled generic blocks. We start by expanding non-elastic
part of glass Hamiltonian in orders of intrinsic and ex-
ternal phonon strain fields e(~x) and e(~x, t) to calcu-
late the resonance phonon energy absorption for longi-
tudinal and transverse external phonon fields. Within
TTLS model, the resonance energy absorption per unit
time E˙l,t is proportional to the square of coupling con-
stants γl,t: E˙l/E˙t = γ
2
l /γ
2
t . In our generic coupled
block model, the resonance energy absorption is propor-
tional to the imaginary part of non-elastic susceptibil-
ity E˙l/E˙t = Imχl(ω)/Imχt(ω). Therefore, if we want
to prove the universal property of γl/γt, we are actually
proving the universal property of Imχl(ω)/Imχt(ω). We
combine a set of single blocks together to form a super
block of glass. We allow the virtual phonons to exchange
with each other to set up the RKKY-type many-body in-
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2teraction between different single blocks. By putting in
virtual phonon exchange interaction, we set up the renor-
malization recursion relation of resonance phonon energy
absorption between single block and super block glasses.
We repeat the real space renormalization procedure from
starting microscopic length scale to obtain the resonance
energy absorption at experimental length scales, and try
to prove the universal ratio of Imχl(ω)/Imχt(ω). Since
the RKKY-type many-body interaction is independent of
materials’ microscopic structure and chemical compound,
we believe that the ratio Imχl(ω)/Imχt(ω) at experi-
mental length scale will be able to explain the material-
independent Meissner-Berret ratio.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in sec-
tion 2 we set up the main goal of this paper, the prob-
lem of universal Meissner-Berret ratio in TTLS model.
We expand the general glass Hamiltonian in orders of
intrinsic and external phonon strain fields, and intro-
duce the most important concepts of this paper, namely
the non-elastic stress tensor and non-elastic susceptibil-
ity. In section 3 we set up the renormalization recursion
relation for the resonance phonon energy absorption be-
tween single block and super block glasses. In section 4
we repeat the renormalization process from microscopic
length scale to experimental length scale and carry out
the Meissner-Berret ratio, Imχl(ω)/Imχt(ω). We prove
at experimental length scale, the Meissner-Berret ratio
Imχl(ω)/Imχt(ω) is proportional to the sound velocity
ratio cl/ct. We also use the least square method to inves-
tigate the statistical significance between the theory and
experiment for the data of 13 amorphous materials listed
in section 4. In section 5 we give a detailed discussion
on the resonance phonon energy absorption contribution
from the electric dipole-dipole interaction for dielectric
amorphous solids. The contribution to Meissner-Berret
ratio from electric dipole-dipole interaction is renormal-
ization irrelevant. In Appendix (A) we give a detailed
correction on the coefficient of non-elastic stress-stress
interaction Λ
(ss′)
ijkl , which was first obtained by Joffrin and
Levelut2.
II. THE SET UP OF MEISSNER-BERRET
RATIO PROBLEM
A. The Definitions Non-elastic Hamiltonian, Stress
Tensor and Susceptibility
Let us consider a block of amorphous material. Since
our purpose is to discuss the universal property of
“Meissner-Berret ratio” in amorphous materials below
the temperature of 10K, we want to begin our investiga-
tion from the famous tunneling-two-level-system model
(TTLS model)8. In this model we assume that there
are a group of TTLSs randomly embedded in the glass
material, with the location of the i-th TTLS at ~xi.
With the presence of external phonon strain fields e(~x, t),
the effective Hamiltonian Hˆtot of amorphous material
in TTLS model is the summation of long wavelength
phonon Hamiltonian Hˆel, a group of tunneling-two-level-
systems Hamiltonian, the couplings between two-level-
systems and phonon intrinsic strain fields e(~x), and the
couplings between two-level-systems and phonon exter-
nal strain fields e(~x, t):
Hˆtot(t) = Hˆel +
∑
i
1
2
(
Ei 0
0 −Ei
)
+
γl,t
2
∑
i
(
Di Mi
Mi −Di
)
· e(~xi)
+
γl,t
2
Ak
∑
i
(
Di Mi
Mi −Di
)
ei
~k·~xi−iωt (2.1)
where the first, second, third and fourth terms stand for
the long wavelength phonon Hamiltonian (we will also
call it “purely elastic Hamiltonian, Hˆel”), the Hamil-
tonian of a group of two-level-systems, the couplings
between two-level-systems and intrinsic phonon strain
fields e(~x), and the couplings between two-level-systems
and external phonon strain fields e(~x, t). The two-level-
systems Hamiltonian are written in the representation
of energy eigenvalue basis, with the energy splitting
Ei =
√
∆2i + ∆
2
0i; Di = ∆i/Ei and Mi = ∆0i/Ei are
thr diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of the cou-
pling between two-level-system and phonon strain field
at location ~xi, and by definition they are no greater than
1; e(~xi) is the local intrinsic phonon strain field at the
position of the i-th two-level-system; Ak is the product
of external phonon strain field amplitude A and exter-
nal phonon strain field wave number k; ω is the fre-
quency of external phonon strain field; γl,t are the cou-
pling constants between two-level-systems and longitudi-
nal/transverse phonon strain fields.
Because the external phonon strain fields are coupled
to two-level-systems, if the energy splitting of a certain
two-level-system, Ei matches ~ω, then this two-level-
system can resonantly absorb external phonon energy.
By using Fermi golden rule, the resonance phonon energy
absorption per unit time is proportional to the square of
coupling constants:
E˙l,t =
pi
2~
A2k2M2i Ei tanh
(
1
2
β~ω
)
δ(Ei − ~ω)γ2l,t
⇒ E˙l
E˙t
=
γ2l
γ2t
(2.2)
where E˙l stands for the resonance phonon energy ab-
sorption for longitudinal external phonon fields, while E˙t
stands for the transverse phonon energy absorption. We
assume that the phonon strain e = Ak is identical for lon-
gitudinal and transverse external phonon strain fields. In
TTLS model, γl,t are assumed to be independent of each
other. In other words, they have no specific relation.
However, in 1988, Meissner and Berret9 measureed 18
different kinds of glass materials, including chemically
pured materials (for example, amorphous SiO2), chem-
ically mixed materials (for example, BK7) and organic
3materials (for example, PMMA and PS). They find that
the ratio between longitudinal and transverse coupling
constants γl/γt ranges from 1.44 to 1.84. Most of the
ratios are around 1.5∼1.6. In the rest of this paper, let
us name the ratio between γl and γt as “Meissner-Berret
ratio”. TTLS model cannot explain such universality,
because the model is based on the coupling constants.
Therefore, we would like to believe, that there must be
a more general model to describe the universal proper-
ties of low-temperature glasses, including the universal
Meissner-Berret ratio.
In this subsection we want to set up a multiple-level-
system model from the generalization of 2-level-system
model. At this stage of setting up our model, we have
not applied any external phonon strain field yet. We will
consider external phonon strain fields in subsection 2(C).
We begin our discussion by considering a single block
of glass with the length scale L much greater than the
atomic distance a ∼ 10A˚. In the subsection 2(B), we will
combine a group of such single blocks to form a “super
block”. We will consider the RKKY-type interaction be-
tween these single blocks, which is generated by virtual
phonon exchange process. For now, we do not consider
RKKY-type interaction and focus on the Hamiltonian of
single block glass only.
We further define intrinsic phonon strain field eij(~x)
at position ~x: if ~u(~x) denotes the displacement relative
to some arbitrary reference frame of the matter at point
~x, then strain field is defined as follows
eij(~x) =
1
2
(
∂ui(~x)
∂xj
+
∂uj(~x)
∂xi
)
(2.3)
We write down our general glass Hamiltonian as Hˆtot.
Let us separate out from the glass general Hamiltonian
Hˆtot, the purely elastic contribution Hˆel. It can be repre-
sented by phonon creation-annihilation operators as fol-
lows:
Hˆel =
∑
kα
~ωkα
(
aˆ†kαaˆkα +
1
2
)
(2.4)
where α = l, t represents phonon polarization, i.e., longi-
tudinal and transverse phonons.
Subtracting the purely elastic part of Hamiltonian Hˆel,
we name the left-over glass Hamiltonian (Hˆtot − Hˆel) as
“the non-elastic part of glass Hamiltonian, Hˆnon”. We
expand the left-over Hamiltonian Hˆnon up to the first or-
der expansion of long wavelength intrinsic phonon strain
field. We name the coefficient of the first order expan-
sion to be “non-elastic stress tensor Tˆ nonij (~x)”, defined as
follows:
Hˆnon = Hˆnon0 +
∫
d3x
∑
ij
eij(~x)Tˆ
non
ij (~x) +O(e2ij)
Tˆ nonij (~x) =
δHˆnon
δeij(~x)
(2.5)
Now let us compare Eq.(2.5) with TTLS model Hamilto-
nian: the zeroth order expansion of non-elastic Hamil-
tonian Hˆnon with respect to strain field eij , Hˆ
non
0 , is
the generalization from two-level-system Hamiltonian
to multiple-level-system Hamiltonian; non-elastic stress
tensor Tˆ nonij is the multiple-level generalization of the
2×2 matrix which couples to phonon strain field in TTLS
model. In the rest of this paper, we denote Hˆnon0 to be
the non-elastic Hamiltonian excluding the coupling be-
tween intrinsic phonon strain eij(~x) and non-elastic stress
tensor Tˆ nonij (~x). We denote Hˆ
non to be the non-elastic
Hamiltonian including the stress tensor Tˆ nonij –intrinsic
phonon strain field eij(~x) couplings (see the second equa-
tion of Eq.(2.5)).
Let us denote |m〉 and Em to be the m-th eigen-
state and eigenvalue of the non-elastic Hamiltonian Hˆnon0 .
Such a set of eigenbasis |m〉 is a generic multiple-level-
system. Now we can define the most important quan-
tity of this paper, namely the non-elastic stress-stress
susceptibility (i.e., linear response function). Let us ap-
ply an external infinitesimal testing strain, eij(~x, t) =
eij(~k)e
i(~k·~x−ωkt). The non-elastic Hamiltonian of amor-
phous material, Hˆnon, will provide a stress response
〈Tˆ nonij 〉(~x, t) = 〈Tˆ nonij 〉ei(~k·~x−ωkt). Then we are ready to
define the non-elastic stress-stress susceptibility (complex
response function21) χnonijkl(~x, ~x
′; t, t′)
χnonijkl(~x, ~x
′;ω, ω′) =
∫
dtdt′ eiωt+iω
′t′χnonijkl(~x, ~x
′; t, t′)
χnonijkl(~x, ~x
′; t, t′) =
δ〈Tˆ nonij 〉(~x, t)
δekl(~x′, t′)
(2.6)
In the rest of this paper we will always use Hˆ, Hˆ0,
χijkl and Tˆij to represent non-elastic Hamiltonians Hˆ
non,
Hˆnon0 , susceptibility χ
non
ijkl and stress tensor Tˆ
non
ij respec-
tively, while we use Hˆel, χelijkl and Tˆ
el
ij to represent the
elastic Hamiltonian, susceptibility and stress tensor, re-
spectively. In Eq.(2.6) the stress response of non-elastic
Hamiltonian, 〈Tˆij〉(~x, t), is defined as follows: (please
note from now on we use Tˆij to stand for Tˆ
non
ij )
〈Tˆij〉(~x, t) = δF (t)
δeij(~x, t)
= − 1
β
δ
δeij(~x, t)
lnZ(t)
=
∑
m
e−βEm(t)
Z(t) 〈mI , t|Tˆij,(I)(~x, t)|mI , t〉(2.7)
where Z(t) = ∑n e−βE(t) is the time-dependent parti-
tion function of non-elastic Hamiltonian. With the pres-
ence of external testing strain field eij(~x, t), the amor-
phous material receives a time-dependent perturbation∫
d3x
∑
ij eij(~x, t)Tˆij(~x). In the representation in which
Hˆ0 is diagonal, the perturbation has both of diagonal
and off-diagonal matrix elements. The diagonal matrix
elements of external perturabtion shift the energy eigen-
values: En(t) = En +
∫
d3x eij(~x, t)〈n|Tˆij(~x)|n〉, result-
ing in the shifts of probability function and partition
function: e−βEn(t)/Z(t), Z(t) = ∑n e−βEn(t). The off-
diagonal matrix elements change the eigenstate wave-
functions: |mI , t〉 = T e 1i~
∫ t d3x eij(~x,t′)Tˆij,(I)(~x,t′)dt′ |m〉,
4where |mI , t〉 is the wavefunction in the interaction pic-
ture, and Tˆij,(I)(~x, t) is the stress tensor operator in the
interaction picture: Tˆij,(I)(~x, t) = e
iHˆ0t/~Tˆij(~x)e−iHˆ0t/~.
We further define the space-averaged non-elastic sus-
ceptibility for a single block of glass with the volume
V = L3, which will be very useful in later discussions,
χijkl(ω) =
1
V
∫
V
d3xd3x′ χijkl(~x, ~x′;ω) (2.8)
It is very useful to apply the assumption in the rest
of this paper, that our amorphous material is invari-
ant under real space SO(3) rotational group. Therefore,
the non-elastic susceptibility obeys the generic form of
an arbitrary 4-indice isotropic quantity: χijkl = (χl −
2χt)δijδkl+χt(δikδjl+δilδjk), where χl is the non-elastic
part of glass compression modulus and χt is the non-
elastic shear modulus.
According to the definitions Eqs.(2.6, 2.7, 2.8), the
space-averaged imaginary part of non-elastic susceptibil-
ity is given as follows,
Imχijkl(T, ω) =
∑
m
e−βEm
Z Imχ
(m)
ijkl(ω)
Imχ
(m)
ijkl(ω) =
pi
L3
∫
d3xd3x′
∑
n
〈m|Tˆij(~x)|n〉〈n|Tˆkl(~x′)|m〉
[−δ(En − Em − ω) + δ(En − Em + ω)] (2.9)
Where Z = ∑n e−βEn is the partition function, and we
set ~ = 1. Please note that according to the definition
of non-elastic susceptibility in Eq.(2.6), the imaginary
part of non-elastic susceptibility is negative for positive
ω. Because for arbitrary quantum number n we always
have En ≥ E0, the definition of Imχ(m)ijkl(ω) in Eq.(2.9)
is only valid when Em ≥ ω ≥ −Em; when Em < ω or
−Em > ω, in Eq.(2.9) one of the delta-functions will van-
ish. Therefore when Em < ω or −Em > ω, the imaginary
part of non-elastic susceptibility is simplified as follows,
Imχ
(m)
ijkl(ω) =
pi
L3
∫
d3xd3x′
∑
n
〈m|Tˆij(~x)|n〉〈n|Tˆkl(~x′)|m〉
×δ(En − Em + ω) if ω < −Em
Imχ
(m)
ijkl(ω) =
pi
L3
∫
d3xd3x′
∑
n
〈m|Tˆij(~x)|n〉〈n|Tˆkl(~x′)|m〉
× [−δ(En − Em − ω)] if ω > Em (2.10)
Eq.(2.10) is the supplemental definition of the imagi-
nary part of non-elastic susceptibility. It is convenient to
rewrite the imaginary part of non-elastic susceptibility in
Eq.(2.9) into the “imaginary part of reduced non-elastic
susceptibility Im χ˜ijkl” as follows, for future use:
Imχijkl(T, ω) =
(
1− e−β~ω) Im χ˜ijkl(T, ω)
Im χ˜ijkl(T, ω) =
∑
m
e−βEm
Z Im χ˜
(m)
ijkl(ω)
Im χ˜
(m)
ijkl(ω) =
pi
L3
∫
d3xd3x′
∑
n
〈m|Tˆij(~x)|n〉〈n|Tˆkl(~x′)|m〉
×[−δ(En − Em − ω)] (2.11)
Please note, that by definition Im χ˜ijkl(T, ω) is also a neg-
ative quantity for ω > 0. Again, for an arbitrary isotropic
system, the imaginary part of reduced non-elastic suscep-
tibility must satisfy the genetic isotropic form as well,
Im χ˜ijkl(T, ω) = ( Im χ˜l(T, ω)− 2 Im χ˜t(T, ω))δijδkl
+ Im χ˜t(T, ω)(δikδjl + δilδjk) (2.12)
The newly-defined quantities Im χ˜l,t(T, ω) are negative
as well. Please note that we use Im χ˜l,t(T, ω) to stand
for the imaginary part of reduced non-elastic compres-
sion/shear moduli. The real part of reduced non-elastic
susceptibility Re χ˜l,t(T, ω) can be obtained by Kramers-
Kronig relation from the imaginary part of it.
B. Virtual Phonon Exchange Interactions
Within single-block considerations, non-elastic stress
tensor Tˆij(~x) and non-elastic part of glass Hamiltonian
Hˆ0 are simply generalizations from 2-level-system to
multiple-level-system. There is not much difference be-
tween the multiple-level-system model and TTLS model.
However, if we combine a set of N30 single blocks together
to form a “super block”, the interactions between single
blocks must be taken into account. Since the non-elastic
stress tensors are coupled to intrinsic phonon strain field,
if we allow virtual phonons to exchange with each other,
it will generate a RKKY-type many-body interaction be-
tween single blocks. This RKKY-type interaction is the
product of stress tensors at different locations:
Vˆ =
∫
d3xd3x′
∑
ijkl
Λijkl(~x− ~x′)Tˆij(~x)Tˆkl(~x′)(2.13)
where the coefficient Λijkl(~x − ~x′) was first derived by
Joffrin and Levelut2. We give a further correction to it
in Appendix (A).
Λijkl(~x− ~x′) = − Λ˜ijkl(~n)
8piρc2t |~x− ~x′|3
(2.14)
Λ˜ijkl =
1
4
{
(δjl − 3njnl)δik + (δjk − 3njnk)δil
+(δik − 3nink)δjl + (δil − 3ninl)δjk
}
+
1
2
(
1− c
2
t
c2l
){
− (δijδkl + δikδjl + δjkδil)
+3(ninjδkl + ninkδjl + ninlδjk
+njnkδil + njnlδik + nknlδij)− 15ninjnknl
}
(2.15)
where ~n is the unit vector of ~x−~x′, and i, j, k, l runs over
1, 2, 3 cartesian coordinates. In the rest of this paper we
will call Eq.(2.13) non-elastic stress-stress interaction. In
the rest of this paper we always use the approximation to
5replace ~x−~x′ by ~xs−~xs′ for the pair of the s-th and s′-th
blocks, when ~xs denotes the center of the s-th block, and
that
∫
V (s)
Tˆij(~x)d
3x = Tˆ
(s)
ij is the uniform stress tensor of
the s-th block. Also, from now on we use e
(s)
ij to denote
the intrinsic phonon strain field eij(~x) located at the s-th
block. By combining N0 ×N0 ×N0 identical L× L× L
single blocks to form a N0L × N0L × N0L super block,
the Hamiltonian without the presence of external phonon
strain fields is written as
Hˆsuper =
N30∑
s=1
Hˆ
(s)
0 +
N30∑
s6=s′
∑
ijkl
Λ
(ss′)
ijkl Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl (2.16)
From now on we apply the most important assumption,
that these space-averaged stress tensors Tˆ
(s)
ij are diagonal
in spacial coordinates: Im χ˜
(ss′)
ijkl (T, ω) =
1
L3 〈Tˆ (s)ij Tˆ (s
′)
kl 〉 =
Im χ˜ijkl(T, ω)δss′ , which means for the stress tensors at
different locations, they lose spacial correlations.
C. Glass Non-elastic Hamiltonian with the
Presence of External Strain field e(~x, t)
Next, let us consider the glass Hamiltonian with the
presence of external weak strain field e(~x, t) as a pertur-
bation. Please note that we have already used e(~x) to
denote the intrinsic strain field, in this section we use
e(~x; t) to stand for the external strain field. We further
use e
(s)
ij (t) to represent the external phonon strain field
at the s-th single block of glass. It seems that the Hamil-
tonian Eq.(16) simply adds a stress-strain coupling term∑
s
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij . However, more questions arise with
the appearance of external phonon strain field.
First of all these non-elastic stress tensors Tˆ
(s)
ij might
be modified. A familiar example is that external phonon
strain field can modify electric dipole moments by chang-
ing relative positions of positive-negative charge pairs (to
the leading order of strain): ∆pi(t) =
∑
j(∂ui(t)/∂xj)pj
where i, j are cartesian coordinates, and ~u(~x, t) is the ex-
ternal phonon field. In principle we need to obtain the
modification of stress tensors, ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t) to the leading or-
der in e
(s)
ij (t) to calcuate the resonance phonon energy
absorption correction. However, we only know the qual-
itative behavior of ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t) in orders of external phonon
strain field is ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t) ∼ e(t)Tˆ (s)ij +O(e2). Therefore, we
are only able to estimate the length scale dependence of
the resonance phonon energy absorption correction from
the contribution of ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t). We will give the qualita-
tive result of this correction in section 3, Eq.(3.6). In
section 4 we will show that this correction of resonance
phonon energy absorption is renormalization irrelevant
at experimental length scales via scaling analysis.
There is a second problem arising from the presence
of external phonon strain field: the relative positions of
glass single blocks ~xs − ~xs′ can be changed, resulting in
the modification of non-elastic stress-stress interaction
coefficient Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (e). To the first order expansion in the
external phonon strain field, the modification of Λ
(ss′)
ijkl is
given as follows,
∆Λ
(ss′)
ijkl =
(
xss′
∆xss′
∆Λ˜
(ss′)
ijkl − 3Λ˜(ss
′)
ijkl cos θss′
)
∆xss′
x4ss′
∆Λ˜
(ss′)
ijkl =
{
3
4
[
2
(
njnlδik + njnkδil + ninkδjl + ninlδjk
)
cos θss′
−[(mjnl +mlnj)δik + (mjnk +mknj)δil + (mink +mkni)δjl + (minl +mlni)]δjk
]
−3α cos θss′
(
nknlδij + njnlδik + nknjδil + ninlδjk + ninkδjl + ninjδkl
)
+
3
2
α
[
mi (nlδjk + nkδjl + njδkl) +mj (nlδik + nkδil + niδkl) +mk (nlδij + niδjl + njδil) +ml (nkδij + niδjk + njδik)
]
−15
2
α
(
minjnknl +mjninknl +mkninjnl +mlninjnk
)
+ 30αninjnknl cos θss′
}
∆xss′
xss′
(2.17)
where α = 1 − c2t/c2l , xss′ = |~xs − ~x′s|, ∆~xs = ~u(~xs, t), ∆xss′ = |∆~xs − ∆~x′s|, cos θss′ = (∆~xss′ · ~xss′)/∆xss′xss′ is
the angle between ∆~xss′ and ~xss′ , and ~m = ∆~xss′/∆xss′ is the unit vector of ∆~xss′ . Finally the glass super block
Hamiltonian with the presence of external phonon strain field e(~x, t) is given by
Hˆsuper(e) =
N30∑
s=1
Hˆ(s) +∑
ij
e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij
+ N30∑
s6=s′
∑
ijkl
(
Λ
(ss′)
ijkl Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl + ∆Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl + 2Λ
(ss′)
ijkl ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s′)
kl
)
(2.18)
6III. RESONANCE PHONON ENERGY
ABSORPTION OF SUPER BLOCK GLASS
According to the previous discussions, in TTLS model
the resonance phonon energy absorption per unit time
is proportional to the coupling constant squared: E˙l,t ∝
γ2l,t. In this section we want to use our generic coupled
block model (i.e., the Hamiltonian in Eq.(2.18)) to cal-
culate the same quantity.
First of all, let us consider the s-th single-block glass
with the dimension L×L×L, with the unperturbed non-
elastic Hamiltonian Hˆ
(s)
0 and time-dependent perturba-
tion
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij , so the total Hamiltonian of single
block glass is Hˆ(s)(t) = Hˆ
(s)
0 +
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij . We denote
|n(s)〉 and E(s)n to be the n(s)-th eigenstate and eigenvalue
of unperturbed Hamiltonian Hˆ
(s)
0 . Thus the single-block
resonance phonon energy absorption rate is E˙singlel,t (L) =
∂
∂t
∑
n
e−βE
(s)
n
Z(s)
(
〈n(s)I , t|Hˆ(s)I (t)|n(s)I , t〉 − 〈n(s)|Hˆ(s)0 |n(s)〉
)
,
where |n(s)I , t〉 = T e−
i
~
∫ t
−∞
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij(I)
(t′)dt′ |n(s)〉 is
the single block interaction picture wavefunction,
and Hˆ
(s)
I (t) and Tˆ
(s)
ij(I)(t
′) are single block interac-
tion picture operators. For an arbitrary operator
Aˆ(t), the single block interaction picture operator is
AˆI(t) = e
iHˆ
(s)
0 t/~Aˆ(t)e−iHˆ
(s)
0 t/~. The resonance phonon
energy absorption per unit time of single-block glass is
therefore given by
E˙singlel,t (L) = −2L3A2k2ω
(
1− e−β~ω) Im χ˜l,t(T, ω)
(3.1)
where Ak is the product between external phonon strain
field amplitude and phonon field wave number; ω is the
frequency of external phonon field. In Eq.(3.1), according
to the negativity of Im χ˜l,t(T, ω), the single block energy
absorption rate is positive. According to the argument
by D. C. Vural and A. J. Leggett5, and the experiment
by R. O. Pohl, X. Liu and E. Thompson15, we assume
that below the temperature of 10K and within a certain
range of frequency ω < ωc, the imaginary part of re-
duced non-elastic susceptibilities are independent of fre-
quency Im χ˜l,t(T, ω) ≈ Im χ˜l,t(T ). In section 4, Eq.(4.3)
we will discuss the order of magnitude of ωc in details.
Therefore, in our model, within single block considera-
tions, the resonance phonon energy absorption is pro-
portional to the imaginary part of reduced non-elastic
susceptibility: E˙singlel /E˙
single
t = Im χ˜l(T )/ Im χ˜t(T ). If
we want to prove the universal Meissner-Berret ratio, we
are actually required to prove the universal property of
Im χ˜l(T )/Im χ˜t(T ) in our model.
Let us combine N30 glass non-interacting single blocks
together to form a super block glass with the dimen-
sion N0L×N0L×N0L. Such a group of non-interacting
single blocks has the non-elastic part of glass Hamilto-
nian Hˆ0 =
∑N30
s=1 Hˆ
(s)
0 , eigenstates |n〉 =
∏N30
s=1 |n(s)〉 and
eigenvalues En =
∑N30
s=1E
(s)
n , where |n(s)〉 and E(s)n stand
for the n(s)-th eigenstate and eigenvalue for the s-th sin-
gle block Hamiltonian Hˆ
(s)
0 . The partition function of
these non-interacting single blocks is Z = ∏sZ(s). We
combine them to form a super block, and turn on non-
elastic stress-stress interaction Vˆ . We assume Vˆ is rela-
tively weak compared to
∑N30
s=1 Hˆ
(s)
0 , so it can be treated
as a perturbation. Let us denote |nsup〉 and Esupn to be
the nsup-th eigenstate and eigenvalue of super block static
Hamiltonian Hˆ0+Vˆ (
∑
s Hˆ
(s)
0 +Vˆ ). Their relations with
|n〉 and En are given as follows,
|nsup〉 = |n〉+
∑
p 6=n
〈p|Vˆ |n〉
En − Ep |p〉+O(V
2)
Esupn = En + 〈n|Vˆ |n〉+O(V 2) (3.2)
Finally, we turn on the time-dependent perturbation in-
duced by external phonon: Hˆ ′(t) =
∑
s
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij +∑
ss′
∑
ijkl
(
∆Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl + 2Λ
(ss′)
ijkl ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s′)
kl
)
,
to calculate the resonance phonon energy absorption
rate by super block glass:
E˙superl,t (L) =
∂
∂t
∑
n
e−βE
sup
n
Zsup(
〈nsupI , t|Hˆ0I(t) + VˆI(t)|nsupI , t〉 − 〈nsup|Hˆ0 + Vˆ |nsup〉
)
(3.3)
where Zsup = ∑n e−βEsupn is the partition function
for super block static Hamiltonian Hˆ0 + Vˆ ; |nsupI , t〉 =
T e− i~
∫ t
−∞ Hˆ
′
I(t
′)dt′ |nsup〉 is the super block interaction
picture wavefunction, where Hˆ ′(t) =
∑
s
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij ;
Hˆ ′I(t), VˆI(t) and Hˆ0I(t) are super block interaction
picture operators: for arbitrary operator Aˆ(t), the
super block interaction picture opertor is AˆI(t) =
ei(Hˆ0+Vˆ )t/~Aˆ(t)e−i(Hˆ0+Vˆ )t/~.
We expand Eq.(3.3) in orders of external phonon strain
field e(~x, t) up to the second order. The first order ex-
pansion vanises after time-averaging. To the second order
of e(~x, t), there are four contributions in the resonance
phonon energy absorption rate. Three of them come
from the time-dependent perturbation Hˆ ′(t), while the
last one comes from the non-elastic stress-stress interac-
tion’s contribution. We first consider the contribution of
resonance phonon energy absorption rate from the exter-
nal perturbation Hˆ ′(t). There are three terms: the first
contribution is the summation of single block energy ab-
sorption rate,
E˙
(1)
l,t (L) = N
3
0 E˙
single
l,t (L) (3.4)
The second contribution comes from the expecta-
tion value of the operator which is quadratic in∑
ss′
∑
ijkl ∆Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl :
7E˙
(2)
l (L) =
(
1− e−β~ω) A2k2N30 lnN0
40pi3(ρc2t )
2[
(55 + 176α+ 688α2) + 44(1 + 4α+ 4α2)x(T, ω)
]
ω
∫
Im χ˜t(T,Ω) Im χ˜t(T, ω − Ω)dΩ
E˙
(2)
t (L) =
(
1− e−β~ω) A2k2N30 lnN0
40pi3(ρc2t )
2[
(35 + 112α+ 656α2) + 28(1 + 4α+ 4α2)x(T, ω)
]
ω
∫
Im χ˜t(T,Ω) Im χ˜t(T, ω − Ω)dΩ (3.5)
where we denote α = 1−c2t/c2l and x(T, ω) = Im χ˜l(T,ω)Im χ˜t(T,ω)−
2. The third contribution to resonance phonon en-
ergy absorption is the expectation value of the operator
quadratic in 2Λ
(ss′)
ijkl ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s′)
kl . Although we do not
quantitatively know the first order expansion of stress
tensor operator ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij in orders of external phonon strain
field, we can still use the qualitative relation ∆Tˆij ∼
eTˆij +O(e2) to estimate the length scale dependence of
the third contribution to phonon energy absorption rate
as follows,
E˙
(3)
l,t (L) ∼ Kl,t
(
1− e−β~ω) A2k2N30 lnN0
pi3(ρc2t )
2
ω
∫
Im χ˜t(T,Ω) Im χ˜t(T, ω − Ω)dΩ (3.6)
where Kl,t are the constants for external longitudinal and
transverse phonon strain fields, and they are of order ∼ 1.
By comparing Eq.(3.5) with Eq.(3.6), we find that the
length scale dependences of E˙
(2)
l,t and E˙
(3)
l,t are the same.
In the next section we will prove that they are both renor-
malization irrelevant throughout the entire renormaliza-
tion procedure.
Finally we consider the contribution of non-elastic
stress-stress interaction Vˆ to the resonance phonon en-
ergy absorption: up to the second order expansion in
terms of external phonon strain field eij(~x, t), the con-
tribution of energy absorption rate from Vˆ is given as
follows
V˙l,t(L) =
(
1− e−β~ω) 4N30L3A2k2 lnN0
ρc2t,l
ω Im χ˜t,l(T, ω)Re χ˜t,l(T, ω) (3.7)
The total resonance phonon energy absorption rate
by super block glass is given by the summation of the
above four terms. Because the “super block” glass
in the n-th step renormalization, is actually the “sin-
gle block” glass in the n + 1-th step of renormaliza-
tion, we have the important relation E˙singlel,t (N0L) =
E˙superl,t (L). At length scale L, the ratio of super block res-
onance phonon energy absorption, is therefore given by
E˙singlel (N0L)/E˙
single
t (N0L), which means the Meissner-
Berret ratio is actually the functional of length scale. Fi-
nally, as a conclusion of this section, we write down the
real space renormalization equation of resonance phonon
energy absorption as follows,
E˙superl,t (L) = E˙
(1)
l,t (L) + E˙
(2)
l,t (L) + E˙
(3)
l,t (L) + V˙l,t(L)
E˙singlel,t (N0L) = E˙
super
l,t (L) (3.8)
IV. REAL SPACE RENORMALIZATION OF
THE RESONANCE ENERGY ABSORPTION
In this section we want to obtain the resonance phonon
energy absorption rate and Meissner-Berret ratio at ex-
perimental length scales by repeating the real space
renormalization procedure. Because the super block is
N30 times the volume of single block, repeating such
renormalization process from microscopic length scale L1
will eventually carry out the resonance phonon energy ab-
sorption rate at experimental length scale R. According
to the argument by D. C. Vural and A. J. Leggett5, the
suggested starting microscopic length scale of renormal-
ization procedure is, for example, L1 ∼ 50A˚. Since the
final result only logarithmically depends on this choice,
it will not be sensitive. In the n-th step of renormal-
ization, we combine N30 identical blocks with the side
Ln to form a n-th step super block with the side N0Ln.
Therefore, in the next step the single block length scale
is Ln+1 = N0Ln.
We put in an external weak phonon strain field e(~x, t).
The single and super block energy absorption rates in the
n-th step renormalization are denoted as E˙singlel,t (Ln) and
E˙superl,t (Ln). According to the renormalization relation in
Eq.(3.8), we are able to set up the following renormal-
ization relation between the n-th step and n+ 1-th step
single block energy absorption:
N30 E˙
single
l,t (Ln) + E˙
(2)
l,t (Ln) + E˙
(3)
l,t (Ln) + V˙l,t(Ln)
= E˙singlel,t (Ln+1) (4.1)
It is very useful to define the “energy absorption rate
per volume” for future use: ˙l,t(Ln) = L
−3
n E˙
single
l,t (Ln),
˙
(2,3)
l,t (Ln) = L
−3
n+1E˙
(2,3)
l,t (Ln), v˙l,t(Ln) = L
−3
n+1V˙l,t(Ln)
and ˙l,t(Ln+1) = L
−3
n+1E˙
single
l,t (Ln+1). We repeat the
renormalization procedure in Eq.(4.1) for logN0(R/L1)
times from microscopic starting length scale L1 ∼ 50A˚
to experimental length scale R. The energy absorption
rate per volume at experimental length scale is given as
follows
˙l,t(R) =
(
˙l,t(L1) + ˙
(2)
l,t (L1) + ˙
(3)
l,t (L1)
)
+ v˙l,t logN0
(
R
L1
)
(4.2)
To study the properties of ˙l,t(R) in Eq.(4.2), we need
to investigate all four terms on the r.h.s. of it. First,
let us compare the length scale dependences of ˙
(2)
l,t (L),
8˙
(3)
l,t (L) with v˙l,t:
˙
(2,3)
l,t (L)
v˙l,t
=
1
ρc2l,tL
3
∫
Im χ˜l,t(T,Ω) Im χ˜l,t(T, ω − Ω)dΩ
Im χ˜l,t(T, ω)
∫ Ω Im χ˜l,t(Ω)dΩ
Ω2−ω2
∼ 1
ρc2l,tL
3
ωc∫ ωc ΩdΩ/(Ω2 − ω2)
∼ 1
ρc2l,tL
3
ωc
ln(ωc/ω)
(4.3)
If we require that there is a critical length scale Lc, be-
yond which ˙
(2,3)
l,t (Lc) is smaller than v˙l,t, then we need
to estimate the order of magnitude for Lc. The upper
limit of Lc can be obtained by letting ωc to take an ex-
tremely high value, ωc ∼ 1015rad/s which corresponds to
T = (~ωc/kB) ∼ 104K:
Lc <
(
1
ρc2l,t
~ωc
ln (ωc/ω)
) 1
3
∼ 1.7A˚ < L1 = 50A˚ (4.4)
The above analysis indicate that even if we choose
an unreasonably huge cut-off frequency ωc, the up-
per limit of Lc is still much smaller than the micro-
scopic starting length scale of our generic coupled block
model. Throughout the entire renormalization procedure
˙
(2,3)
l,t (L) is always negligible compared to v˙l,t. Therefore
we are allowed to drop ˙
(2,3)
l,t (L) in Eq.(4.2).
Next let us compare the order of magnitude between
˙l,t(L1) and v˙l,t logN0 (R/L1). The experimentally input
ultrasonic phonon frequency is of the order ω ∼ 107rad/s,
corresponding to the phonon wavelength R ∼ 10−3m.
Hence v˙l,t logN0 (R/L1) is greater than ˙l,t(L1) for a fac-
tor of ln(R/L1) ∼ 20. Therefore, we assume that the con-
tribution of phonon energy absorption from single block
Hamiltonian is much smaller than that from non-elastic
stress-stress interaction: ˙l,t(L1) v˙l,t logN0 (R/L1). At
experimental length scales, the energy absorption rate
per volume is dominated by the contribution of non-
elastic stress-stress interaction, which is independent of
the materials’ microscopic nature. The ratio between the
energy absorptions for longitudinal and transverse exter-
nal phonon fields is given as follows:
˙l(R)
˙t(R)
=
v˙l
v˙t
(4.5)
Note that on the r.h.s. of Eq.(4.5), v˙l,t is the prod-
uct between the imaginary part and the real part of
non-elastic susceptibilities (see Eq.(3.7)); on the other
hand, the entire sample of glass block can be treated
as a single gigantic block. The phonon energy ab-
sorption of this gigantic block is given by ˙l,t(R) =
2A2k2ω(1−e−β~ω) Im χ˜l,t(T, ω,R), with Im χ˜l,t(T, ω,R)
the reduced imaginary part of non-elastic susceptibil-
ity at experimental length scale R. Therefore, the
l.h.s. of Eq.(4.5) is given by Im χ˜l(T,ω,R)Im χ˜t(T,ω,R) . Finally,
we can self-consistently solve Eq.(4.5) by requiring
Im χ˜l,t(T, ω,R) = Im χ˜l,t(T, ω). The only parameter
which enters into this self-consistent equation is the ratio
of sound velocity cl/ct, and it is an experimentally mea-
surable quantity which cannot be adjusted arbitrarily.
The self-consistent solution is
√
Im χ˜l(T,ω)
Im χ˜t(T,ω)
= clct , which
means in our generic coupled model, the theoretical pre-
diction of Meissner-Berret ratio equals to the ratio of
sound velocity. This result is in fairly good agreement
with the 13 materials measured by Meissner and Berret9.
Other 5 materials in their paper, however, lack either
the longitudinal or transverse sound velocity. We are not
able to justify the correctness of our theory for those 5
materials. Therefore, we only list the 13 materials’ data
measured by Meissner and Berret in the following table.
We use “MBexp = γl/γt” to stand for the experimen-
tal Meissner-Berret ratio, while we use “MBtheo = cl/ct”
to represent our theoretical prediction of Meissner-Berret
ratio:
Material γl(eV) γt(eV) MBexp = γl/γt cl(km/s) ct(km/s) MBtheo = cl/ct
theo−exp
exp
a-SiO2 1.04 0.65 1.60 5.80 3.80 1.53 −4.38%
BK7 0.96 0.65 1.48 6.20 3.80 1.63 +10.1%
As2S3 0.26 0.17 1.53 2.70 1.46 1.85 +20.9%
LaSF-7 1.46 0.92 1.59 5.64 3.60 1.57 −1.26%
SF4 0.72 0.48 1.50 3.78 2.24 1.69 +12.7%
SF59 0.77 0.49 1.57 3.32 1.92 1.73 +10.2%
V52 0.87 0.52 1.67 4.15 2.25 1.84 +10.4%
BALNA 0.75 0.45 1.67 4.30 2.30 1.87 +12.0%
LAT 1.13 0.65 1.74 4.78 2.80 1.71 −1.72%
a-Se 0.25 0.14 1.79 2.00 1.05 1.90 +6.14%
Zn-Glass 0.70 0.38 1.84 4.60 2.30 2.00 +8.70%
PMMA 0.39 0.27 1.44 3.15 1.57 2.01 +39.6%
PS 0.20 0.13 1.54 2.80 1.50 1.87 +21.4%
9Among the above 13 materials, the theoretical predic-
tions of As2S3, PMMA and PS deviate more than 20%
compared to their experimental data. We will give a
further discussion regarding such great deviations in the
next paragraph. For now let us investigate the statisti-
cal significance between the theoretical and experimental
Meissner-Berret ratios. We use the least square method
to find the best linear fitting between the theory and
the experiment. For the above 13 materials including
large theoretical deviations of As2S3, PMMA and PS,
the least square fitting is (MB)theo = 1.102 (MB)exp, with
the linear correlation coefficient r = 0.261. This result
indicates that the linear fitting is not a good descrip-
tion for the data of 13 materials; on the other hand,
we use least square fitting for the 10 materials exclud-
ing As2S3, PMMA and PS. The least square fitting gives
(MB)theo = 1.061 (MB)exp, with the linear correlation
coefficient r = 0.745. This result indicates that except
for the large theoretical deviations of As2S3, PMMA and
PS, the sound velocity ratio cl/ct is a moderate theoret-
ical description for the other 10 materials. We plot the
theory versus experiment as follows, where x and y-axis
stand for experimental and theoretical Meissner-Berret
ratios:
FIG. 1. The least square fitting for the Meissner-Berret ra-
tios between the theory and the experiment. The least square
fitting is y = 1.06x for the data of 10 materials excluding
As2S3, PMMA and PS. The linear correlation coefficient is
r = 0.745. The dashed line is our original theoretical predic-
tion of Meissner-Berret ratio MBtheo = cl/ct.
Let us begin to discuss the large theoretical deviations
of Meissner-Berret ratios for As2S3, PMMA and PS. In-
stead of measuring the resonance phonon energy absorp-
tion, the original experiment by Meissner and Berret9
was to measure the sound velocity shift as the func-
tion of temperature below 10K: ∆cl,t/cl,t = Cl,t ln(T/T0).
In their original paper, they used TTLS model to de-
rive the coefficient Cl,t = P¯ γ2l,t/ρc2l,t for longitudinal and
transverse phonons theoretically, then they measured the
TTLS parameter P¯ to calculate the coupling constants
γl,t. The definition of TTLS parameter P¯ is given as
follows11: in two-level-system, the diagonal matrix ele-
ment ∆ and the tunneling parameter λ = ln(~Ω/∆0) are
assumed to be independent of each other and to have a
constant distribution P (∆, λ)d∆dλ = P¯ d∆dλ. There-
fore the experimentally inferred Meissner-Berret ratios
γl/γt =
√Clc2l /Ctc2t are based on the assumptions of
TTLS model: (1) whether these tunneling systems are
strictly two-level-systems? (2) whether the parameters ∆
and λ are strictly independent of each other? (3) whether
the parameters have a strict constant distribution? The
experimentally inferred Meissner-Berret ratios are very
sensitive to these assumptions.
Besides the problems we mentioned above, the va-
lidity of TTLS model itself might be questionable as
well. To check the validity of TTLS model for As2S3,
PMMA and PS, we search the experimental data of low-
temperature heat capacity: As2S3 measured by R. B.
Stephens16; PMMA and PS measured by R. B. Stephens,
G. S. Cieloszyk and G. L. Salinger17; PMMA measured
by R. C. Zeller and R. O. Pohl6. At low-temperatures
below 1K, the temperature dependences of their heat ca-
pacities largely deviate from the “linear temperature de-
pendence” obtained by TTLS model, Cv(T ) = AT+BT
3,
where A and B are experimentally determined parame-
ters. The huge deviations of heat capacities imply that
TTLS model itself may not be a suitable description for
As2S3, PMMA and PS below 1K. We suggest this might
be one of the reasons to explain the large deviations of
our theory.
In 2010, Ivan Y. Eremchev, Yury G. Vainer, Andrei
V. Naumov and Lothar Kador18 used single-molecule
(SM) spectroscopy to directly observe the existence of
tunneling-two-level-systems in polymer glass with differ-
ent internal structures and chemical compositions. Their
observations demonstrate that TTLS model is not uni-
versal for low-temperature glasses: for high-molecular-
weight polymer glasses, the SM spectroscopies present
clear and stable two-level-system behaviors, while for
those low-molecular-weight polymer glasses with the
same chemical compound, the SM sepctroscopies are so
fast and chaotic that SM spectra could hardly or not
at all be recorded. They only observe irregular fluo-
rescence flares. They observed SM spectroscopies for
different kinds of glass materials, including: (1) high-
molecular-weight materials (for example, Polyisobuty-
lene with Mw=33800 g/mol, Mw =420000 g/mol). They
present clear and stable SM sepctra. They perform jumps
between a small number of spectral positions, but still,
this number appears not to be a power of two in all cases;
(2) low-molecular-weight materials (for example, Poly-
isobutylene with Mw = 390g/mol, 2500 g/mol, toluene
with Mw = 92 g/mol, Cumene with Mw = 120g/mol,
Propylene carbonate with Mw =102 g/mol, and oligome,
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a molecular complex that consists of a few monomer
units). These materials present unstable and chaotic
SM spectra which cannot be recorded clearly. The au-
thors pointed out, that the polymer chains must contain
more than hundreds of monomers so that the connec-
tion is strong enough to suppress the fast dynamics of
glass molecules. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate
the molecular weight of PMMA and PS samples used in
the original experiment by Meissner and Berret. How-
ever, we couldn’t retrieve the original molecular weight
of PMMA and PS, because the samples were from G.
Federle’s thesis which was not published19.
FIG. 2. (a)The typical behavior of crystalline solids20: sin-
gle stable line; (b)single-molecule spectra18 for high-molecular
weight glass Polyisobutylene with Mw = 420000g/mol; (c)
low-molecular-weight glass, frozen toluene, rich and complex
SM spectra.
FIG. 3. Single-molecule spectra18 for low-molecular weight
cumene. The SM spectra is unstable and hard to read.
FIG. 4. Single-molecule spectra18 for low-molecular weight
glass, propylene carbonate. The SM spectra is even worse.
Besides the above analysis, we also suggest the pos-
sibility that As2S3, PMMA and PS may not possess
the universal properties of low-temperature glass which
could be observed in typical glass materials (e.g. a-SiO2,
(KCl)x(KCN)1−x, etc.), for example, the universal prop-
erty of quadratic temperature dependence of thermal
conductivity κ ∼ T 2 below the temperature of 1K16, and
the universal plateau of thermal conductivity between 4K
and 20K in glass materials16. We hope more measure-
ments of Meissner-Berret ratios could be carried out to
further investigate the correctness of our generic coupled
block model and the TTLS model.
V. THE MODIFICATION OF
MEISSNER-BERRET RATIO FROM ELECTRIC
DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTIONS
Electric dipole moments interact with each other via
a 1/r3 long range interaction which is similar with non-
elastic stress-stress interactions. The external phonon
waves (not electromagnetic waves) can change the rel-
ative positions ~xs − ~xs′ of different electric dipole mo-
ments at ~xs and ~xs′ ; on the other hand, electric dipole
moment is proportional to the separation of positive-
negative charges: ~p = q~l. Thus external phonons also
modify electric dipole moments by changing the charge
separation ~l → ~l + ∆~l. In conclusion, external phonons
will change electric dipole-dipole interations, resulting
in the change of phonon energy absorption by dielectric
glass materials.
However, as we will see at the end of this section, the
influence of electric dipole-dipole interaction on phonon
energy absorption is renormalization irrelevent, because
of the following reason. From section 3, the exter-
nal time-dependent perturbation Hˆ ′(t) and non-elastic
stress-stress interaction Vˆ have four contributions to the
resonance phonon energy absorption rate E˙l,t: Eq.(3.4),
Eqs.(3.5), Eq.(3.6) and Eq.(3.7). Eqs.(3.5) and Eq.(3.6)
are renormalization irrlevant, while Eq.(3.7) is the only
renormalization relevant term. Let us give a short re-
view on Eqs.(3.5, 3.6, 3.7): Eqs.(3.5) is generated by
the change of non-elastic stress-stress interaction coeffi-
cient ∆Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (e) = Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (e) − Λ(ss
′)
ijkl due to the exter-
nal strain field; Eq.(3.6) is generated by the change of
non-elastic stress tensor operator ∆Tˆij = Tˆij(e) − Tˆij .
These two terms generate phonon energy absorptions
which are renormalization irrelevant; Eq.(3.7) is gener-
ated by the change of wave function of single block glass
Hamiltonian δ|n〉 due to the coupling between stress ten-
sor and external phonon strain field eij Tˆij . This term
is renormalization relevant. When we consider the reso-
nance phonon energy absorption contribution from the
electric dipole-dipole interaction, we get the following
contributions: (1) electric dipole-dipole interaction co-
efficient µ
(ss′)
ij could be modified by external phonon
field, thus we have the change of interaction coefficient
∆µ
(ss′)
ij = µ
(ss′)
ij (e)− µ(ss
′)
ij . The contribution to phonon
energy absorption from this term is renormalization irrel-
evant, which is similar with Eq.(3.5); (2) electric dipole
moments pˆi could be changed by external phonon strain
field, resulting in the change ∆pˆi = pˆi(e) − pˆi. The
phonon energy absorption contribution from this term
is also renormalization irrelevant, similar with Eq.(3.6);
(3) similar with the stress-strain coupling eij Tˆij , electric
field couples to electric dipole moment as well ( − ~E · ~p
). However, there is not such a term, that the elastic
strain field couples to electric dipole moment. The reso-
nance phonon energy absorption contribution from eij Tˆij
is the only renormalization relevant term. Such a kind
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of energy absorption does not exist when considering the
coupling between external phonon strain field and elec-
tric dipole moments.
Even though the contribution of phonon energy ab-
sorption from electric dipole-dipole interaction is renor-
malization irrlevant, we still give a quantitative analysis
as follows. Let us first compare the order of magnitude
between electric dipole-dipole interaction and non-elastic
stress-stress interaction. We use M to denote the off-
diagonal matrix element of two-level-system and we use
n0 to denote the density of states for two-level-system.
We also use µ to denote the electric dipole moment and
use ne to denote the density of states for the two-level-
system of electric dipole moment. Therefore, the magni-
tude of non-elastic susceptibility is n0M
2/ρc2, while the
magnitude of dielectric susceptibility is neµ
2/. Since
the “resonance phonon energy absorption rate” E˙l,t is
proportional to the imaginary part of non-elastic and di-
electric susceptibilities, we need to compare neµ
2/ with
n0M
2/ρc2.
According to the data measured by S. Hunklinger and
M. V. Schickfus12, we discuss the ratio between neµ
2/
and n0M
2/ρc2 for two dielectric materials below, BK7
and amorphous SiO2.
For BK7, the parameters of TTLS model are of or-
der n0M
2 ∼ 108erg/cm3; dielectric constant  = 3.7; the
electric dipole moment is of order neµ
2 = 6× 10−3; mass
density ρ = 2.51g/cm3; sound velocity c = 6.5×105cm/s.
From these data we find the ratio between dielectric
susceptibility and non-elastic susceptibility is (neµ
2/ :
n0M
2/ρc2) ∼ (1.62 × 10−3 : 0.94 × 10−4), which means
the strength of electric dipole-dipole interaction is one or-
der of magnitude greater than that of non-elastic stress-
stress interaction in BK7.
For SiO2, the parameters of TTLS model is n0M
2 =
2.04 × 108erg/cm3;  = 3.81; the parameters of electric
dipole moment is neµ
2 = 1.46 × 10−4; ρ = 2.2g/cm3;
c = 5.8 × 105cm/s; dielectric susceptibility versus non-
elastic susceptibility is of order (neµ
2/ : n0M
2/ρc2) ∼
(3.83× 10−5 : 2.76× 10−4), which means the strength of
electric dipole-dipole interaction is one order of magni-
tude smaller than that of non-elastic stress-stress inter-
action in SiO2.
The above qualitative analysis suggests that the elec-
tric dipole-dipole interaction in dielectric materials are
roughly of the same order of magnitude as the non-elastic
stress-stress interaction. However, after detailed calcula-
tions we will prove that the energy absorption contri-
bution from electric dipole-dipole interaction is renor-
malization irrelevant, although the strength of electric
dipole-dipole interaction is of the same order of magni-
tude. We use the approximation to replace ~x − ~x′ by
~xs−~xs′ for the pair of the s-th and s′-th blocks, when ~xs
denotes the center of the s-th block, and
∫
V (s)
pˆi(~x)d
3x =
pˆ
(s)
i is the uniform electric dipole moment for the s-
th block. We also denote Hˆ
(s)
0 to be the single block
Hamiltonian for the s-th glass single block, and use |n(s)〉
and E
(s)
n to be the n(s)-th eigenstate and eigenvalue
of the single block Hamiltonian Hˆ
(s)
0 . By combining
N0×N0×N0 identical L×L×L single blocks to form a
N0L×N0L×N0L super block, the electric dipole-dipole
interaction by super block glass is written as follows,
Vˆdipole =
N30∑
s6=s′
3∑
i,j=1
µ
(ss′)
ij pˆ
(s)
i pˆ
(s′)
j (5.1)
where in the above Eq.(5.1) we define the coefficient µ
(ss′)
ij
of electric dipole-dipole interaction as follows
µ
(ss′)
ij =
(δij − 3ninj)
8pi|~xs − ~x′s|3
(5.2)
in Eq.(5.1, 5.2), the indiccecs i, j run over 1, 2, 3 cartesian
coordinates and ~n is the unit vector of ~xs − ~xs′ . The ex-
ternal phonon field ~u(~x, t) can modify (1) the coefficient
of electric dipole-dipole interaction µ
(ss′)
ij by changing the
relative positions of glass single blocks ~xs − ~xs′ . We de-
onote it as ∆µ
(ss′)
ij :
∆µ
(ss′)
ij =
3∆xss′
8pix4ss′
[(5ninj − δij) cos θss′ − (njmi + nimj)]
(5.3)
where xss′ = |~xs − ~x′s|, ∆~xs = ~u(~xs, t), ∆xss′ =
|∆~xs − ∆~x′s|, cos θss′ = (∆~xss′ · ~xss′)/∆xss′xss′ and
~m = ∆~xss′/∆xss′ . (2) The external phonon field can
also change the electric dipole operators pˆ(s), because the
positive and negative charges in a certin electric dipole
are driven away from their original positions ~xs ± 12~ls to
new positions ~xs ± 12~ls + ~u(~xs ± 12~ls, t), leading to the
change of electric dipole moment operators ∆pˆ(s)
∆pˆi(~x, t) =
∑
k
∂ui(~x, t)
∂xk
pˆk(~x) (5.4)
Therefore with the presence of external phonon strain
field e(~x, t), the electric dipole-dipole interaction is
Vˆdipole(e) =
N30∑
s 6=s′
3∑
i,j=1
(
µ
(ss′)
ij pˆ
(s)
i pˆ
(s′)
j + ∆µ
(ss′)
ij (t)pˆ
(s)
i pˆ
(s′)
j
+2µ
(ss′)
ij ∆pˆ
(s)
i (t)pˆ
(s′)
j
)
(5.5)
Let us define the dielectric susceptibility χij(T, ω) for
future use:
Imχij(T, ω) =
(
1− e−β~ω) Im χ˜ij(T, ω)
Imχ˜ij(T, ω) =
∑
m
e−βEm
Z Im χ˜
(m)
ij (ω)
Imχ˜
(m)
ij (ω) = −
pi
L3
∑
n
〈m|pˆ(s)i |n〉〈n|pˆ(s)j |m〉
δ(En − Em − ω) (5.6)
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where the imaginary part of dielectric susceptibility is
by definition negative. Since the dielectric susceptibility
must be invariant under SO(3) group, it takes the generic
isotropic form Im χ˜ij(T, ω) = Im χ˜(T, ω)δij .
To calculate the phonon energy absorption from
the contribution of electric dipole-dipole interaction,
we use the following two steps: (1) we combine N30
non-interacting glass single blocks together to form
a super block with the Hamiltonian Hˆ0 =
∑
s Hˆ
(s)
0 .
We denote |n〉 = ∏s |n(s)〉 and En = ∑sE(s)n to be
the eigenstates and eigenvalues for Hˆ0; (2) we turn
on the time-dependent perturbation generated by the
external phonon strain field Hˆ ′(t) =
∑
s
∑
ij e
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij +∑
ss′
∑
ijkl
(
∆Λ
(ss′)
ijkl (t)Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl + 2Λ
(ss′)
ijkl ∆Tˆ
(s)
ij (t)Tˆ
(s′)
kl
)
+∑
ss′
∑
ij
(
∆µ
(ss′)
ij (t)pˆ
(s)
i pˆ
(s′)
j + 2µ
(ss′)
ij ∆pˆ
(s)
i (t)pˆ
(s′)
j
)
; (3)
we turn on the non-elastic stress-stress interaction
and electric dipole-dipole interaction Vˆ + Vˆdipole. The
resonance phonon energy absorption is given by
E˙superl,t (L) =
∂
∂t
∑
n
e−βEn
Z
(
〈nI , t|Hˆ0 + VˆI(t) + Vˆdipole (I)(t) + Hˆ ′I(t)|nI , t〉 − 〈n|Hˆ0 + Vˆ + Vˆdipole|n〉
)
(5.7)
where |nI , t〉 = T e−
i
~
∫ t
−∞ Hˆ
′
I(t
′)dt′ |n〉 is the wave func-
tion in the interaction picture, and Hˆ ′I(t) and VˆI(t)
are interaction picture operators. For an arbitrary op-
erator Aˆ, the interaction picture operator is given by
AˆI(t) = e
iHˆ0t/~Aˆe−iHˆ0t/~.
Besides the energy absorption contributions we ob-
tained in Eq.(3.5), Eq.(3.6) and Eq.(3.7), there is one
extra term which comes from the electric dipole-dipole
interaction. Up to the second order of external phonon
strain field e(~x, t), the contribution of phonon energy ab-
sorption from electric dipole-dipole interaction is given
as follows,
E˙dipolel =
94A2k2N30 lnN0
960pi22
(
1− e−β~ω)
ω
∫
Im χ˜(T,Ω) Im χ˜(T, ω − Ω)dΩ
E˙dipolet =
53A2k2N30 lnN0
960pi22
(
1− e−β~ω)
ω
∫
Im χ˜(T,Ω) Im χ˜(T, ω − Ω)dΩ (5.8)
Let us discuss the length scale dependence of Eq.(5.8).
It is convenient to define the “energy absorption rate per
volume” ˙dipolel,t = (N0L)
−3E˙dipolel,t . ˙
dipole
l,t has the same
same length scale dependence as ˙
(2,3)
l,t . Therefore, the
ratio between ˙dipolel,t and v˙l,t is given as follows,
˙dipolel,t
v˙l,t
≈
( Im χ˜)2
2 ωc
L3( Im χ˜t)2
ρc2l,t
ln(ωc/ω)
(5.9)
where in the above result we assume dielectric suscepti-
bility Im χ˜(T, ω) ≈ Im χ˜(T ) is roughly independent of
frequency within a certain range ω < ωc. If we assume
that there is a critical length scale Lc, beyond which
˙dipolel,t is smaller than v˙l,t, then the critical length scale
Lc is
Lc =
(
(Im χ˜)2ρc2l,tωc
2(Im χ˜t)2 ln(ωc/ω)
)1/3
∼ 10A˚ (5.10)
where we let ωc to take an extremely high value, ωc ∼
1015rad/s. The above result indicates that the upper
limit of Lc is still smaller than the starting microscopic
length scale of the renormalization procedure. Through-
out the entire renormalization procedure the contribution
of electric dipole-dipole interaction to resonance phonon
energy absorption is always negligible compared to v˙l,t.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we develop a generic coupled block model
to explain the universal properties of low-temperature
glasses. We expand the general glass Hamiltonian in
orders of long wavelength phonon strain field. The co-
efficient of the first order expansion is the non-elastic
stress tensor Tˆ
(s)
ij . The main assumption of our model
is that the correlation function between stress tensors
at different locations is diagonal in spacial coordinates:
〈Tˆ (s)ij Tˆ (s
′)
kl 〉 = 〈Tˆ (s)ij Tˆ (s)kl 〉δss′ . We investigate the universal
property of Meissner-Berret ratio in TTLS model for 13
different kinds of amorphous materials. The ratio γl/γt
equals to 1.06cl/ct, independent of the materials’ micro-
scopic properties. The theoretical results are in fairly
good agreement with the experimental data. We believe
that such kind of universality essentially comes from the
RKKY-type many-body interactions.
We combine a set of single blocks to form a super
block of glass, and allow the virtual phonons to ex-
change with each other. Such virtual phonon exchange
process will generate non-elastic stress-stress interaction
with the 1/r3 long range behavior. As the system size
increases, more and more glass single blocks join in the
glass total Hamiltonian. Eventually at experimental
length scales, non-elastic stress-stress interaction domi-
nates glass super block Hamiltonian. Starting from mi-
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croscopic length scales, we use real space renormalization
technique to carry out the Meissner-Berret ratio at ex-
perimental length scales.
External phonon strain fields have three ways to
change non-elastic stress-stress interaction: it can mod-
ify the coefficient of non-elastic stress-stress interaction,
Λ
(ss′)
ijkl , by changing the relative positions of single blocks
~xs− ~x′s; it can change the stress tensor operators Tˆ (s)ij ; it
perturbs the wave function |n, t〉 = T e 1i~
∫ t
−∞ Hˆ
′(t′)dt′ |n〉.
The contributions to resonance phonon energy absorp-
tion from the change of Λ
(ss′)
ijkl and Tˆ
(s)
ij decrease ∝ L−3
with the increase of length scales, while the energy ab-
sorption contribution from the change of wave function
|n, t〉 is scale invariant.
Among the Meissner-Berret ratios measured in 13
amorphous materials9, 10 of them agree fairly good with
our theoretical prediction. Other three materials, how-
ever, deviate more than 20% compared to experimental
data. We suggest such huge deviations come from the
fact that the original experimental data of γl/γt were not
directly measured in experiment, instead they were in-
ferred from TTLS model’s parameters. According to the
measurements by R. B. Stephens16, G. S. Cieloszyk, G. L.
Salinger17, R. C. Zeller and R. O. Pohl6, the low tempera-
ture heat capacity of these 3 materials do not agree with
TTLS model’s expectation, which means TTLS model
may not be a suitable description for them. Experimen-
tal data inferred from TTLS model may deviate from
their original natures.
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Appendix A: Derivation Details of Non-Elastic Stress-Stress Interaction Coefficient Λ
(ss′)
ijkl
It was Joffrin and Levelut2 who first gave the detailed derivation of non-elastic stress-stress interaction Vˆ =∑
ijkl
∑
ss′ Λ
(ss′)
ijkl Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl in glasses. We give a further correction to their result here. To compare their result with
ours, let us denote (Λ
(ss′)
ijkl )JL for the coefficient of non-elastic stress-stress interaction derived by Joffrin and Levelut:
Vˆ =
N30∑
s 6=s′
∑
ijkl
(Λ
(ss′)
ijkl )JLTˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl
(Λ
(ss′)
ijkl )JL = −
(Λ˜ijkl(~n))JL
8piρc2t |~xs − ~x′s|3
(Λ˜ijkl(~n))JL = −2(δjl − 3njnl)δik
+2α {−(δijδkl + δikδjl + δjkδil) + 3(ninjδkl + ninkδjl + ninlδjk + njnkδil + njnlδik + nknlδij)− 15ninjnknl}
(A1)
where α = 1−c2t/c2l . We start our derivation from the glass Hamiltonian written as the summation of long wavelength
phonon part, phonon strain-stress coupling and the purely non-elastic part of glass Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =
∑
~qµ
( |pµ(~q)|2
2m
+
1
2
mω2~qµ|uµ(~q)|2
)
+
∑
s
∑
ij
e
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s)
ij + Hˆ
non
0 (A2)
where µ is the phonon polarization, i.e., longitudinal and transverse; ~q is the momentum and m is the mass of
elementary glass block. pµ(~q) and uµ(~q) are momentum and displacement operators of phonon modes. Strain field
e
(s)
ij is defined the same as Eq.(2.3), e
(s)
ij =
1
2 (∂u
(s)
i /∂xj + ∂u
(s)
j /∂xi). The relation of displacement operator ~u
(s) and
~uµ(~q) is set up by Fourier transformation:
u
(s)
i =
1√
N
∑
~qµ
uµ(~q)eµi(~q)e
i~q·~xs (A3)
where ~eµ(~q) is the unit vector representing the direction of vibrations, N is the number density of glass elementary
block. If we denote a to be the length scale glass elementary block, then we have the relation Nm/a3 = ρ, where ρ
is the mass density of glass. For longitudinal mode µ = l, eli(~q) = qi/q, whereas for transverse modes t1 and t2, we
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have,
~et1(~q) · ~q = ~et2(~q) · ~q = ~et1(~q) ·~et1(~q) = 0∑
µ=t1,t2
eµi(~q)eµj(~q) = δij − qiqj
q2
(A4)
the strain field is therefore written as e
(s)
ij =
1
2
√
N
∑
~qµ iuµ(~q)e
i~q·~xs [qjeµi(~q) + qieµj(~q)]. Since for an arbitrary function
f(~q) we always have the following relation,
∑
~q f(~q) =
∑
~q
1
2 [f(~q) + f(−~q)], and the displacement ui(~x) is real, i.e.,
ui(~x) = u
∗
i (~x), we have uµi(~q) = u
∗
µi(−~q). With these properties of uµ(~q) operators we can rewrite the stress-strain
coupling term as follows,∑
s
∑
ij
e
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s)
ij =
1
4
√
N
∑
ij
∑
s
∑
~qµ
[(
iuµ(~q)e
i~q·~xs)+ (iuµ(~q)ei~q·~xs)∗] (qjeµj(~q) + qjeµi(~q))Tˆ (s)ij (A5)
Because the stress-strain coupling term is linear in displacement operators uµ(~q), we can absorb it into terms quadratic
in uµ(~q), i.e., the quadratic displacement term of phonon Hamiltonian, by completing the square. An extra term comes
out as follows:
Hˆ =
∑
~qµ
(
|pµ(~q)|2
2m
+
mω2~qµ
2
|uµ(~q)− u(0)µ (~q)|2 −
mω2~qµ
2
|u(0)µ (~q)|2
)
+ Hˆnon (A6)
where the “equilibrium position” u
(0)
µ (~q) is
u(0)µ (~q) =
i
2
√
Nmω2~qµ
∑
ij
∑
s
[
qjeµi(~q) + qieµj(~q)
]
Tˆ
(s)
ij e
−i~q·~xs (A7)
After “completing the square,
mω2~qµ
2 |uµ(~q) − u(0)µ (~q)|2”, the extra term −
mω2~qµ
2 |u(0)µ (~q)|2 left out is the effective in-
teraction between non-elastic stress tensors. It can be rewritten into two parts, the first part represents non-elastic
stress-stress interaction within the same block, while the second part represents the interaction between blocks at
different locations:
−
∑
~qµ
(
mω2~qµ
2
|u(0)µ (~q)|2
)
= −
∑
~qµ
1
8Nmω2~qµ
∑
ijkl
[
qjeµi(~q) + qieµj(~q)
][
qkeµl(~q) + qleµk(~q)
]∑
s
Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s)
kl
−
∑
~qµ
1
8Nmω2~qµ
∑
ijkl
[
qjeµi(~q) + qieµj(~q)
][
qkeµl(~q) + qleµk(~q)
]∑
s 6=s′
Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl cos(~q · (~xs − ~x′s)) (A8)
We denote the second term in Eq.(A8) as non-elastic stress-stress interaction Vˆ . We apply the properties of unit
vector for longitudinal and transverse phonons, it can be further simplified as
Vˆ =
1
2Nm
(
1
c2t
− 1
c2l
)∑
s 6=s′
∑
ijkl
∑
~q
(
qiqjqkql
q4
)
cos(~q · ~xss′)T (s)ij T (s
′)
kl
− 1
8Nm
1
c2t
∑
s6=s′
∑
ijkl
∑
~q
(
qjqlδik + qjqkδil + qiqlδjk + qiqkδjl
q2
)
cos(~q · ~xss′)T (s)ij T (s
′)
kl (A9)
where ~xss′ = ~xs−~x′s. If we assume that the length scale of elementary block a is much smaller than phonon wavelength
(long wavelength limit), we can replace the summation over momentum ~q with momentum integral. For simplicity
we write Vˆ into two parts, Vˆ (1) and Vˆ (2) as follows:
Vˆ (1) =
a3
2Nm
(
1
c2t
− 1
c2l
)∑
s 6=s′
∑
ijkl
{∫
d3q
(2pi)3
(
qiqjqkql
q4
)
cos(~q · ~xss′)
}
Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl
Vˆ (2) = − a
3
8Nm
1
c2t
∑
s6=s′
∑
ijkl
{∫
d3q
(2pi)3
(
qjqlδik + qjqkδil + qiqlδjk + qiqkδjl
q2
)
cos(~q · ~xss′)
}
Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl (A10)
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In the above two equations, we need to evaluate the following two integrals:
f
(1)
ijkl =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
qiqjqkql
q4
cos(~q · ~x)
f
(2)
jl =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
qjql
q2
cos(~q · ~x) (A11)
Let us introduce a new parameter λ and take the limit λ→ 0:
f
(1)
ijkl(λ) =
(
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xl
)∫
d3q
(2pi)3
1
(q2 + λ2)2
1
2
(
ei~q·~x + e−i~q·~x
)
f
(2)
jl (λ) = −
(
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xl
)∫
d3q
(2pi)3
1
(q2 + λ2)
1
2
(
ei~q·~x + e−i~q·~x
)
(A12)
Using contour integral, and choose the pole at q = −iλ, we have,
f
(1)
ijkl(λ) =
(
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xk
∂
∂xl
)
1
8piλ
e−λx
f
(2)
jl (λ) = −
(
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xl
)
1
4pix
e−λx (A13)
Taking the derivatives in Eq.(A13), we obtain the following results,
lim
λ→0
f
(1)
ijkl(λ) =
1
8pix3
{
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δjkδil)
−3(ninjδkl + ninkδjl + ninlδjk + njnkδil + njnlδik + nknlδij) + 15ninjnknl
}
lim
λ→0
f
(2)
jl (λ) =
1
4pix3
(δjl − 3njnl) (A14)
Finally, plugging the above results of integrals, we eventually get our non-elastic stress-stress interaction coefficient
Λ
(ss′)
ijkl as follows,
Vˆ =
∑
s6=s′
∑
ijkl
Λ
(ss′)
ijkl Tˆ
(s)
ij Tˆ
(s′)
kl
Λ
(ss′)
ijkl = −
Λ˜ijkl(~n)
8piρc2t |xs − x′s|3
Λ˜ijkl(~n) =
1
4
{(δjl − 3njnl)δik + (δjk − 3njnk)δil + (δik − 3nink)δjl + (δil − 3ninl)δjk}
+
1
2
α {−(δijδkl + δikδjl + δjkδil) + 3(ninjδkl + ninkδjl + ninlδjk + njnkδil + njnlδik + nknlδij)− 15ninjnknl}
(A15)
Compare Λ
(ss′)
ijkl in Eq.(A15) with (Λ
(ss′)
ijkl )JL in Eq.(A1), there are 4 differences between our result and the result by
Joffrin and Levelut. To illustrate these differences, we separate Λ
(ss′)
ijkl and (Λ
(ss′)
ijkl )JL into two parts as follows:
Λ˜ijkl(~n) = Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n) + Λ˜
(2)
ijkl(~n)
Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n) =
1
4
{(δjl − 3njnl)δik + (δjk − 3njnk)δil + (δik − 3nink)δjl + (δil − 3ninl)δjk}
Λ˜
(2)
ijkl(~n) =
1
2
α {−(δijδkl + δikδjl + δjkδil) + 3(ninjδkl + ninkδjl + ninlδjk + njnkδil + njnlδik + nknlδij)− 15ninjnknl}
(Λ˜ijkl(~n))JL = (Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n))JL + (Λ˜
(2)
ijkl(~n))JL
(Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n))JL = −2(δjl − 3njnl)δik
(Λ˜
(2)
ijkl(~n))JL = 2α {−(δijδkl + δikδjl + δjkδil) + 3(ninjδkl + ninkδjl + ninlδjk + njnkδil + njnlδik + nknlδij)− 15ninjnknl}
(A16)
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(1). Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n) and (Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n))JL are different. This difference is not a big problem, because in the derivation by
Joffrin and Levelut, their phonon strain field eij is defined as eij = ∂ui/∂xj , while in our derivation, we define phonon
strain field eij =
1
2 (∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj/∂xi). According to D. C. Vural and A. J. Leggett
5, because the anti-symmetric
part of the tensor ∂uj/∂xi corresponds to a local rotation, and a spacially uniform rotation costs no energy, we drop
the anti-symmetric part of phonon strain field for simplicity.
(2). The coefficient Λ˜ijkl(~n) derived by us is smaller by a total factor of 1/2 compared to the coefficient (Λ˜ijkl(~n))JL
derived by Joffrin and Levelut;
(3). The term Λ˜
(1)
ijkl(~n) derived by us does not have a negative sign in front of it:
1
4{(δjl − 3njnl)δik + (δjk −
3njnk)δil+(δik−3nink)δjl+(δil−3ninl)δjk}, while the term (Λ˜(1)ijkl(~n))JL by Joffrin and Levelut has: −2(δjl−3njnl)δik;
(4). The term Λ˜
(2)
ijkl(~n) derived by us has an extra factor of 1/2 compared to (Λ˜
(2)
ijkl(~n))JL.
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